Opposition derails TRACS for time being
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quality control service, providing course owners and directors access to USGA professionals, who make sure course construction and renovation projects are done properly and to the developers' specifications.

Some controversy arose when architects Mark Hayes and Jerry Slack invited Moore to explain the program during their presentation for a project at Oklahoma State University. Although Moore explained he was not endorsing the Hayes/Slack proposal, and that TRACS was available to anyone, some architects felt Moore's presence could be interpreted as favoring one proposal over another, Snow said.

Rumors soon spread that the Green Section was hiring golf course architects and intending to compete with architectural firms for certain services, Snow said.

"Golf course architects were surprised, upset and I don't blame them," Snow said. "Until the architects understand what we're trying to do, we'll wait on the program."

Snow contacted American Society of Golf Course Architects President Tom Clark of Kensington, Md. Snow explained the program and gave Clark information on TRACS to circulate to his members. Clark said he has received some negative initial feedback from architects and builders.

"I understand what the USGA is trying to do," the ASGCA president said. "But they have gotten off to a rocky start. They should have consulted more in the first place."

"The idea of quality control is good. But the USGA should concentrate more on things like their testing labs. You send a sample to different labs and you get different results. That should not happen."

Snow said that, although TRACS may look like a competitive threat, "It's not our intention to take money out of architects' pockets."

Many architects have a different view, according to Clark.

"It's definitely potential competition," he said. "Some firms do mainly remodeling jobs and see course operators thinking the USGA is hiring on to do the same jobs."

Snow's assertion that smaller architectural firms could benefit from the additional expertise did not impress Clark.

"If you call yourself a golf course architect, you should be able to do the same field tests TRACS will do," he said.

TRACS has received "mixed reviews" among builders, according to Phil Arnold, executive director of the Golf Course Builders Association of America.

"In theory it's a laudable program, delivering a quality product and one the owner wants," he said. "The test will be in seeing how it actually works. We'll have to wait and see it in a particular setting."

"Some felt that a lot of what TRACS plans to do overlaps with what architects or superintendents already do."

"One member, who is probably one of the top three or four builders in the country, said 'I build quality golf courses and I'll continue to build them, whether the USGA is there or not.'"